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Offers teaching strategies and resources to instruct sixth- through twelfth-graders
on how to prepare and write strong arguments and evaluate the arguments of
others, providing step-by-step guidance on arguments of fact, judgment, and
policy, and including advice to help students understand how judgments get made
in the real world, how to develop and support criteria for an argument, and related
topics.

The Tipping Point
This is a step-by-step guide to writing a short persuasive argument. The book is
directed towards students and business people who have trouble putting their
arguments into a structured, coherent format. The technique it presents is also a
useful way for experienced writers to turn out a brief persuasive argument under
time pressure.After a very quick review of some basic principles of writing, the
reader will learn how to write a topic sentence. She will then learn a simple way to
write sentences that support the topic sentence. Next she will learn - cookbook
style - how to put topic and supporting sentences together to form a paragraph
and how to organize paragraphs into an argument. Finally, she will consider
whether and how she might want to deal with arguments that the other side might
make to try to undermine hers.Unfortunately, knowing how to write a short
persuasive argument is almost a lost art these days. This brief guide is an easy
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way to pick up this important skill.

The Rhetoric of Reason
Teaching Arguments
Trying to make sense of making an argument? This straightforward book breaks
down how to build a convincing argument for any type of assessment. Find out
what an academic argument is – and what it is not Develop a toolkit for structuring
an argument effectively Learn how to use evidence and counterarguments to back
up your position. Super Quick Skills provide the essential building blocks you need
to succeed at university - fast. Packed with practical, positive advice on core
academic and life skills, you’ll discover focused tips and strategies to use straight
away. Whether it’s writing great essays, understanding referencing or managing
your wellbeing, find out how to build good habits and progress your skills
throughout your studies. Learn core skills quickly Apply right away and see results
Succeed in your studies and life. Super Quick Skills give you the foundations you
need to confidently navigate the ups and downs of university life.

The ESL / ELL Teacher's Survival Guide
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NATIONAL BESTSELLER National Book Critics Circle Award Winner PEN/Faulkner
Award Finalist A New York Times Book Review Best Book One of the Best Books of
the Year: Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, The Daily Beast, The Miami Herald, The
Minneapolis Star-Tribune, Newsday, NPR's On Point, O, the Oprah Magazine,
People, Publishers Weekly, Salon, San Francisco Chronicle, Seattle Times, Slate,
Time, The Washington Post, and Village Voice Bennie is an aging former punk
rocker and record executive. Sasha is the passionate, troubled young woman he
employs. Here Jennifer Egan brilliantly reveals their pasts, along with the inner
lives of a host of other characters whose paths intersect with theirs. With music
pulsing on every page, A Visit from the Goon Squad is a startling, exhilarating
novel of self-destruction and redemption.

Church Dogmatics
“A flawless compendium of flaws.” —Alice Roberts, PhD, anatomist, writer, and
presenter of The Incredible Human Journey The antidote to fuzzy thinking, with
furry animals! Have you read (or stumbled into) one too many irrational online
debates? Ali Almossawi certainly had, so he wrote An Illustrated Book of Bad
Arguments! This handy guide is here to bring the internet age a much-needed dose
of old-school logic (really old-school, a la Aristotle). Here are cogent explanations
of the straw man fallacy, the slippery slope argument, the ad hominem attack, and
other common attempts at reasoning that actually fall short—plus a beautifully
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drawn menagerie of animals who (adorably) commit every logical faux pas. Rabbit
thinks a strange light in the sky must be a UFO because no one can prove
otherwise (the appeal to ignorance). And Lion doesn’t believe that gas emissions
harm the planet because, if that were true, he wouldn’t like the result (the
argument from consequences). Once you learn to recognize these abuses of
reason, they start to crop up everywhere from congressional debate to YouTube
comments—which makes this geek-chic book a must for anyone in the habit of
holding opinions.

Teaching Argument Writing, Grades 6-12
a) 50 solved Argument topics with strategies to be used as a benchmarkb) Expert
Strategies and simplified methods to produce focused responsesc) Scoring Guides
for Argument tasks as per the GMAT Guidelines

Perspectives on Argument
The ESL/ELL Teacher's Survival Guide offers educators practical strategies for
setting up an ESL-friendly classroom, motivating and interacting with students,
communicating with parents of English learners, and navigating the challenges
inherent in teaching ESL students.
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A Visit from the Goon Squad
Timeless techniques of effective public speaking from ancient Rome's greatest
orator All of us are faced countless times with the challenge of persuading others,
whether we're trying to win a trivial argument with a friend or convince our
coworkers about an important decision. Instead of relying on untrained
instinct—and often floundering or failing as a result—we’d win more arguments if
we learned the timeless art of verbal persuasion, rhetoric. How to Win an
Argument gathers the rhetorical wisdom of Cicero, ancient Rome’s greatest orator,
from across his works and combines it with passages from his legal and political
speeches to show his powerful techniques in action. The result is an enlightening
and entertaining practical introduction to the secrets of persuasive speaking and
writing—including strategies that are just as effective in today’s offices, schools,
courts, and political debates as they were in the Roman forum. How to Win an
Argument addresses proof based on rational argumentation, character, and
emotion; the parts of a speech; the plain, middle, and grand styles; how to
persuade no matter what audience or circumstances you face; and more. Cicero’s
words are presented in lively translations, with illuminating introductions; the book
also features a brief biography of Cicero, a glossary, suggestions for further
reading, and an appendix of the original Latin texts. Astonishingly relevant, this
unique anthology of Cicero’s rhetorical and oratorical wisdom will be enjoyed by
anyone who ever needs to win arguments and influence people—in other words, all
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of us.

How To Win Friends and Influence People
In order for students to write effective arguments, they need to read good
arguments. In this practical book, you’ll find out how to use mentor texts to make
writing instruction more meaningful, authentic, and successful. Author Sean Ruday
demonstrates how you can teach middle school students to analyze the qualities of
effective arguments and then help them think of those qualities as tools to improve
their own writing. You’ll learn how to: Introduce high-interest topics to students to
get them interested and engaged in argument writing. Teach students to look at
multiple sides of an issue and critically evaluate evidence to construct informed,
defensible arguments. Make argument writing an interactive, student-driven
exercise in which students pursue their own writing projects. Use mentor texts to
help students learn the core concepts of argument writing and apply those skills
across the curriculum. The book is filled with examples and templates you can
bring back to the classroom immediately, as well as an annotated bibliography
which links the concepts in this book to the corresponding Common Core State
Standards. Blank templates are also available as printable eResources on our
website (http://www.routledge.com/9781138924390).
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Why Nations Fail
The Argument Culture
This work takes you step by step through the art of argument, from thinking about
what to write and how you might write it, to how you may strengthen your claims,
and how to come to a strong conclusion.

A Practical Study of Argument, Enhanced Edition
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling,
punctuation, formatting, and documentation.

Learning Persuasive Writing and Argument
You can go after the job you want—and get it! You can take the job you have—and
improve it! You can take any situation—and make it work for you! Dale Carnegie’s
rock-solid, time-tested advice has carried countless people up the ladder of
success in their business and personal lives. One of the most groundbreaking and
timeless bestsellers of all time, How to Win Friends & Influence People will teach
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you: -Six ways to make people like you -Twelve ways to win people to your way of
thinking -Nine ways to change people without arousing resentment And much
more! Achieve your maximum potential—a must-read for the twenty-first century
with more than 15 million copies sold!

The Memoir Project
An award-winning professor of economics at MIT and a Harvard University political
scientist and economist evaluate the reasons that some nations are poor while
others succeed, outlining provocative perspectives that support theories about the
importance of institutions.

How to Write a Short Persuasive Argument
Argues to reestablish the traditional role of rhetoric in education and discusses the
importance of a student's ability to write a reasoned argument.

Teaching Students to Write
'For the sake of argument, one must never let a euphemism or a false consolation
pass uncontested. The truth seldom lies, but when it does lie it lies somewhere in
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between.'. The global turmoil of the last few years has severely tested every
analyst and commentator. Few have written with such insight as Christopher
Hitchens about the large events - or with such discernment and with about the
small tell-tale signs of a disordered culture. For the Sake of Argument ranges from
the political squalor of Washington, as a beleaguered Bush administration seeks
desperately to stave off disaster and Clinton prepares for power, to the twilight of
Stalinism in Prague; from the Jewish quarter of Damascus in the aftermath of the
Gulf War to the embattled barrios of Central America and the imperishable
resistance of Saralevo, as a difficult peace is negotiated with ruthless foes.
Hitchens' unsparing account of Western realpolitik in the end shows it to rest on
delusion as well as deception. The reader will find in these pages outstanding
essays on political asassination in America as well as a scathing review of the
evisceration of politics by pollsters and spin-doctors. Hitchens' knowledge of the
tortuous history of revolutions in the twentieth century helps him to explain both
the New York intelligentsia's flirtation with Trotskyism and the frailty of Communist
power structures in Eastern Europe. Hitchens' pointed reassessments of Graham
Greene, P.G. Wodehouse and C.L.R. James, or his riotous celebration of drinkiny
and smoking, display an engaging enthusiasm and an acerbic wit. Equally
entertaining is his unsparing rogues' gallery, which gives us unforgettable portraits
of the lugubrious 'Dr'Kissinger, the comprehensively reactionary 'Mother' Teresa,
the preposterous Paul Johnson and the predictable P.J. O'Rourke.
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How to Win an Argument
Alex just has to convince his mom to let him have an iguana, so he puts his
arguments in writing. He promises that she won't have to feed it or clean its cage
or even see it if she doesn't want to. Of course Mom imagines life with a six-footlong iguana eating them out of house and home. Alex's reassurances: It takes
fifteen years for an iguana to get that big. I'll be married by then and probably
living in my own house. and his mom's replies: How are you going to get a girl to
marry you when you own a giant reptile? will have kids in hysterics as the
negotiations go back and forth through notes. And the lively, imaginative
illustrations show their polar opposite dreams of life with an iguana.

Legal Argument: The Structure and Language of Effective
Advocacy
No matter where students' lives lead after graduation, one of the most essential
tools we can teach them is how to comprehend, analyze, and respond to
arguments. Students need to know how writers' and speakers' choices are shaped
by elements of the rhetorical situation, including audience, occasion, and purpose.
In Teaching Arguments, Jennifer Fletcher provides teachers with engaging
classroom activities, writing prompts, graphic organizers, and student samples to
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help students at all levels read, write, listen, speak, and think rhetorically. Jennifer
believes that, with appropriate scaffolding and encouragement, all students can
learn a rhetorical approach to argument and gain access to rigorous academic
content. Teaching Arguments opens the door and helps them pay closer attention
to the acts of meaning around them, to notice persuasive strategies that might not
be apparent at first glance. When we analyze and develop arguments, we have to
consider more than just the printed words on the page. We have to evaluate
multiple perspectives; the tension between belief and doubt; the interplay of
reason, character, and emotion; the dynamics of occasion, audience, and purpose;
and how our own identities shape what we read and write. Rhetoric teaches us how
to do these things. Teaching Arguments will help students learn to move beyond a
superficial response to texts so they can analyze and craft sophisticated,
persuasive arguments--a major cornerstone for being not just college-and careerready but ready for the challenges of the world.

The Argument Writing Toolkit
Beyond Argument: Essaying as a Practice of (Ex)Change offers an in-depth
examination of how current ways of thinking about the writer-page relation in
personal essays can be reconceived according to practices in the "care of the self"
-- an ethic by which writers such as Seneca, Montaigne, and Nietzsche lived. This
approach promises to revitalize the form and address many of the concerns
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expressed by essay scholars and writers regarding the lack of rigorous exploration
we see in our students' personal essays -- and sometimes, even, in our own. In
pursuing this approach, Sarah Allen presents a version of subjectivity that enables
productive debate in the essay, among essays, and beyond.

Oxford Guide to Effective Argument and Critical Thinking
"These books will support teachers in their understanding of designing processbased instruction and give them both useful lesson plans and a process for
designing instruction on their own that follows the design principles." -Peter
Smagorinsky, Larry Johannessen, Elizabeth Kahn, and Thomas McCann The
Dynamics of Writing Instruction series helps middle and high school teachers teach
writing using a structured process approach. Teachers may spread these books
throughout a multiyear English language arts program, use all six books to
constitute a yearlong writing course, or repeat modified sequences from one book
at sequential grade levels so students deal with that particular genre at increasing
degrees of complexity. Each book in the series includes classroom-tested activities,
detailed lesson sequences, and supporting handouts. The instruction is detailed
enough to use as a daily plan but general enough that teachers can modify it to
accommodate their own curriculum and the specific needs of their students. The
instructional activities in each book are tailored to a specific kind of writing:
argument, essays that define, comparison/contrast essays, personal narratives,
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research reports, and fictional narratives. This six book series will show teachers
how to: introduce issues, dilemmas, and scenarios that capture students' interest
and invoke the critical and creative thinking necessary to write powerfully and
effectively design and orchestrate activities within an interactive and collaborative
environment move students through increasingly challenging activities designed to
help them become independent writers.

The Better Angels of Our Nature
The author of You Just Don't Understand decries the state of public discourse in
America, showing how it operates as a debate between false extremes rather than
a dialogue in pursuit of complex truths. Reprint.

How to Write Better Essays
What are the moves that an academic writer makes? How does writing as an
intellectual change the way we work from sources? In Rewriting, a textbook for the
undergraduate classroom, Joseph Harris draws the college writing student away
from static ideas of thesis, support, and structure, and toward a more mature and
dynamic understanding. Harris wants college writers to think of intellectual writing
as an adaptive and social activity, and he offers them a clear set of strategies—a
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set of moves—for participating in it.

Writing Argumentative Essays
It is essential that middle- and high-school students develop argument skills. This
rich resource provides a clear, step-by-step approach that achieves this goal. The
method is rooted in peer dialog and makes use of readily available technology. The
authors document impressive gains in students’ skills in producing and interpreting
both dialogic and written arguments. The method can be used in English or contentarea classes, or even be implemented as a stand-alone class or as part of a debate
program. This curriculum helps students become critical thinkers prepared for the
demands of college, careers, and citizenship. Book Features: Background on why
students should develop argument skills and what these skills consist of The nuts
and bolts of how to implement the curriculum in your own classroom Alignments to
the Common Core State Standards and Next Generation Science Standards
Accessible video material showing both teacher’s instructions and students’
activities Samples of students’ written work Assessment tools that you can use or
modify to fit your own needs An appendix with additional guides, examples,
suggested topics, and classroom-ready reproducibles. New to the second edition is
a chapter on how you can incorporate this approach into an existing curriculum if
you are unable to implement the full program.The techniques are designed to be
flexible and adaptable, and work with students of all ability levels—especially with
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those who are less motivated and engaged in school. This enhanced edition is also
accompanied by free bonus eResources, such as suggested readings on different
topics and full lesson plans, which you can download and print from our website,
www.routledge.com/9781138911406.

MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers
In The Art of Rhetoric, Aristotle demonstrates the purpose of rhetoric—the ability to
convince people using your skill as a speaker rather than the validity or logic of
your arguments—and outlines its many forms and techniques. Defining important
philosophical terms like ethos, pathos, and logos, Aristotle establishes the earliest
foundations of modern understanding of rhetoric, while providing insight into its
historic role in ancient Greek culture. Aristotle’s work, which dates from the fourth
century B.C., was written while the author lived in Athens, remains one of the most
influential pillars of philosophy and has been studied for centuries by orators,
public figures, and politicians alike. HarperTorch brings great works of non-fiction
and the dramatic arts to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in
ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in
the HarperTorch collection to build your digital library.

Everything's an Argument with Readings
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Rewriting
Legal Argument: The Structure and Language of Effective Advocacy is a fullfeatured guide designed primarily for law students in research, writing, analysis
and trial advocacy classes and moot court programs. Inside you'll find detailed
explanations of how lawyers construct legal arguments and practical guidelines to
the process of molding the raw materials of litigation - cases, statutes, testimony,
documents, common sense - into instruments of persuasive advocacy. You'll also
find writing guidelines that show you how to present a well-constructed legal
argument in writing in a way that legal decision makers will find persuasive. The
centerpiece of this indispensable work is its syllogism-based step-by-step method,
designed to walk the advocate through the process of crafting a winning argument.
Intuitive organization presents the material in five parts: • Part I sets out a general
methodology for constructing legal arguments. • Part II focuses more closely on
the construction of persuasive, well-grounded legal premises, and covers the
effective integration of legal doctrine and evidence into the argument's structure. •
Part III shows how to put the method to work by giving two detailed examples of
the construction of complete legal arguments from scratch. • Part IV provides a
detailed protocol for reducing well-constructed legal arguments to written form,
along with a concrete illustration of that process. It also provides concrete advice
on how to recognize and avoid a host of common mistakes in the written
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presentation of legal arguments. • Part V moves from the basics into more
advanced techniques of persuasive legal argument, including rhetorical tactics like
framing and emphasis, how to respond to arguments, maintaining professionalism
in advocacy, and the ethical limits of argument.

I Wanna Iguana
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the
most peaceful time in human existence, drawing on psychological insights into
intrinsic values that are causing people to condemn violence as an acceptable
measure.

Argue with Me
The Shape of Reason
"This best-selling combination rhetoric and thematically organized reader shows
students how to analyze all kinds of arguments, not just essays and editorials, but
clothes, smartphone apps, ads, and Web site designs, and then how to use what
they learn to write their own effective arguments. Newly streamlined and featuring
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e-Pages that take argument online, its signature engaging, informal, and jargonfree instruction emphasizes cultural currency, humor, and visual argument."--Back
cover.

So What?
"So What? The Writer's Argument is the first, very brief rhetoric to teach students
how to write compelling arguments in college by showing them why the practice of
argumentation is essential to academic work. Practical exercises throughout each
chapter reinforce this broader academic aim with specific writing objectives
focused on the key issue of significance - also known as the "So What?" factor.
Short, flexible, and affordable, So What? begins by teaching students how to
understand their compositions as contributions within the broader context of
college, as important practice in academic inquiry and knowledge making. By
teaching students how to become apprentice scholars, So What? gives students
access authentic academic styles, foundational organizing structures, and helpful
rhetorical moves that they can emulate and adapt in their college classes and
beyond"--

GMAT Analytical Writing
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A large part of our everyday communication involves argumentation and
reasoning--for example, when we want to persuade others, make good purchasing
decisions, or analyze the messages we receive from advertisers and politicians.
But how well do we prepare students for these tasks? Can they critically evaluate a
speaker's point of view? Understand rhetorical devices? Apply logic? Build an
effective argument, whether written or spoken? In his new book, Good Thinking,
Erik Palmer shows teachers of all subject matters how to transform the activities
they already use into openings for improving student thinking. Building on his
previous work in Well Spoken (Stenhouse, 2011) and Digitally Speaking
(Stenhouse, 2014), he reveals how all students, not just those in advanced classes,
can begin developing sophisticated reasoning skills that will improve their oral and
written communications. Blending theory with practice, Palmer shares a wide
range of classroom-tested lessons, including ways to understand argument in
paintings and images, address ad hominem attacks using a traveling debate,
create a class comedy club, write syllogisms, analyze character and plot
development, and teach logic through a class Booger Patrol. He explains complex
concepts in simple, practical language that gives teachers a deft understanding of
the principles of good arguments, proper use of evidence, persuasive techniques,
and rhetorical tricks. "Once you start looking, you'll see arguments everywhere,"
Palmer writes. "All of them are opportunities to teach good thinking."

Good Thinking
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Read the "practical resource for beginners" looking to write their own memoir
because this is the essential guide on the topic -- now new and revised (Kirkus
Reviews)! The greatest story you could write is the one you experienced yourself.
Knowing where to start is the hardest part, but it just got a little easier with this
essential guidebook for anyone wanting to write a memoir. Did you know that the
#1 thing that baby boomers want to do in retirement is write a book--about
themselves? It's not that every person has lived such a unique or dramatic life, but
we inherently understand that writing a memoir--whether it's a book, blog, or just a
letter to a child--is the single greatest path to self-examination. Through the use of
disarmingly frank, but wildly fun tactics that offer you simple and effective
guidelines that work, you can stop treading water in writing exercises or hiding
behind writer's block. Previously self-published under the title, Writing What You
Know: Raelia, this book has found an enthusiastic audience that now writes with
intent. While there have been other writing books, there's nothing like Marion
Roach Smith's The Memoir Project.

Argument in the Real World: Teaching Adolescents to Read and
Write Digital Texts
Creative Writing is the essential guide for all students wanting to develop their
literacy skills and improve their grades in English assignments and examinations. It
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is the first in the Teach Your Child to Write Good English series. Creative Writing
has been written by an experienced teacher and tutor and written with the needs
of children in mind. This book concentrates specifically and in depth on Creative
Writing required by the National Curriculum, providing everything needed to
stimulate a child to write imaginatively. It is specifically targeted at Key Stage 2
and 3 (ages 8-14 years). However, it provides a useful aid for students taking GCSE
at foundation level. It contains material suitable for SATS examinations, for those
taking 11+ entrance examinations and for students learning English as a foreign
language. Creative Writing will guide students through the story writing process, as
if they had a tutor by their side. This book is designed to help the child with
thinking up ideas, providing starting points for writing, structuring and organizing
their writing into paragraphs. It features writing a good introduction with
characters, setting and plot, building up suspense and winding up the plot with a
suitable resolution. Attention is given to making writing more interesting by
varying sentence types, using punctuation and good grammar. The student will
investigate different narrative structures for writing stories, exploring various
viewpoints so they can decide if they write in first or third person. They will learn to
evoke mood and atmosphere by using good vocabulary. Creative Writing includes
an exciting range of model answers and sample texts written by children and
provides practice questions to test them. Common errors made by students are
highlighted and corrected. It is packed with vital hints and tips on gaining those top
grades. Creative Writing is ideal for working through at home, supplementing
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school work. By working methodically through this book the students will grow in
confidence and will learn to enjoy writing. This is the second book in this excellent
series from Guinea Pig Education.

For the Sake of Argument
Have you ever wondered why some people can produce a well-structured, relevant
essay written in a style that seems to glide across the page with the minimum of
fuss? Do you think some people simply have these skills, and others don't, and that
there is nothing we can do about it? This book just might change your mind.
Addressing each landmark stage of the essay writing process, How to Write Better
Essays teaches you how to • analyse the question and break down difficult terms
and concepts • brainstorm effectively and generate your own ideas • evaluate and
criticise arguments • express your thoughts coherently and develop your own style
of writing • plan and structure your essay from introduction to conclusion and
along the way, practical techniques show how to analyse, criticise, discuss and
evaluate material, improve your style, revise your final draft and avoid plagiarism.
This second edition features a unique troubleshooting section allowing you easily
to locate solutions to your writing problems, additional chapters on paragraphs and
style, and end of chapter summaries. In short, this book is the constant source of
assistance and inspiration you need to tackle your essays with confidence!
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Writing for College: the Eight Step Program to Writing
Academic Argument Papers Using the Template Method
Build Your Argument
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
For courses in English. Learn the skill of rational argument. Perspectives on
Argument teaches you strategies for critical thinking, critical reading, research,
and writing that will help you participate in all types of argument. The 9th Edition
extends beyond reading, visual and multimodal argument into the timely topic of
online argument. Students will encounter argument at home, school and on the
job. This book arms you with the tools you need to identify controversial topics,
form opinions and reactions to text and pictures, and write persuasive papers that
express their viewpoints. The book also follows the premise that not all arguments
involve right and wrong. Students will learn skills like finding common ground,
consensus, withholding opinions, negotiating, and even changing beliefs when they
can no longer make a case for them. Perspectives on Argument, 9th Edition is also
available via Revel™, an interactive learning environment that enables students to
read, practice, and study in one continuous experience. Learn more.
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An Illustrated Book of Bad Arguments
This brief rhetoric helps students develop strategies for critical reading, critical
thinking, research, and writing that will help them argue clearly and convincingly.
It teaches them to identify and develop arguments, to read and form reactions and
opinions of their own, to analyze an audience, to seek common ground, and to use
a wide, realistic range of techniques to write argument papers that express their
individual views and original perspectives on modern issues. It includes clear
explanations and examples of argument theory and reading and writing processes,
research and documentation skills, and offers engaging, class-tested writing
assignments and activities. 49 Essays for Analysis cover several broad issue and
sub-issue areas, all of contemporary concern. Unique chapters discuss student
argument styles, Rogerian argument, and argument and literature.

The Art Of Rhetoric
A PRACTICAL STUDY OF ARGUMENT gives you the tools you need to understand
informal logic and formulate a good argument. By focusing on real world examples
and including helpful study tools such as exercises with answers, a glossary of
common fallacies, chapter summaries, and a book-specific online program
(available with the book), A PRACTICAL STUDY OF ARGUMENT, Enhanced Seventh
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Edition provides you with everything you need to master the material with ease.
Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Language of Argument
Discover Malcolm Gladwell's breakthrough debut and explore the science behind
viral trends in business, marketing, and human behavior. The tipping point is that
magic moment when an idea, trend, or social behavior crosses a threshold, tips,
and spreads like wildfire. Just as a single sick person can start an epidemic of the
flu, so too can a small but precisely targeted push cause a fashion trend, the
popularity of a new product, or a drop in the crime rate. This widely acclaimed
bestseller, in which Malcolm Gladwell explores and brilliantly illuminates the
tipping point phenomenon, is already changing the way people throughout the
world think about selling products and disseminating ideas.
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